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SOLUTION
We implemented a fossil-free version of 
the portfolio while remaining invested in 
the existing managers.

CHALLENGE
A university sought to divest from fossil 
fuels across its entire equity portfolio of 
active and passive managers. 

RESULTS
The university was able to remain 
invested in its target allocation and 
achieve a consistent fossil-free mandate.

INVESTOR CHALLENGE  
Parametric Helps Ensure ESG Consistency 
Across a Diversified Portfolio

Challenge

Many institutional investors are under increasing pressure to consider their holdings’ environmental 
or social behavior. However, if they’re invested in commingled vehicles, they leave that discretion up to 
their investment manager—who may have a different opinion of what should be held in the portfolio.

In this case a Catholic university’s endowment board voted to divest from fossil fuels. However, the 
endowment was invested in commingled funds that held companies involved in fossil fuels. That 
meant they couldn’t remain in the active commingled vehicles and still uphold their pledge to be 
fossil free. What’s more, the board expressed to us a future desire to explore faith-based screens, 
something their current commingled funds couldn’t accommodate. Could we give the client control 
over its portfolio holdings while remaining invested with its active managers?
 

Parametric solution

Parametric proposed combining the underlying positions in each active or passive fund into a 
single account. Any environmental or social criteria could then be applied to this portfolio. The 
endowment directed each active manager to deliver a model portfolio (holdings and weights)  
to Parametric, which then aggregated these models, along with holdings from selected indexes,  
into a custom benchmark based on the endowment’s target allocation.
 
Once the positions were combined, Parametric could use its ESG data sets in conjunction with 
its expertise in portfolio construction to build a portfolio that mirrored the client’s target asset 
allocation while remaining invested with the active managers the university had carefully chosen. 
To accommodate the fossil-free mandate, Parametric modified the custom benchmark to omit any 
owners of fossil-fuel reserves. We then invested in the underlying holdings of the now fossil-free 
custom benchmark.

We built a custom 
benchmark to omit any 
owners of fossil-fuel 
reserves.

Could we give the client 
control over its holdings 
while remaining invested 
with its active managers?
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investment strategies, including alpha-seeking equity, fixed 
income, alternative, and options strategies. Parametric also 
offers implementation services, including customized equity, 
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Parametric is part of Morgan Stanley Investment Management, 
the asset management division of Morgan Stanley, and offers 
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not be forwarded or reproduced, in whole or in part, without 
the written consent of Parametric. Parametric and its affiliates 
are not responsible for its use by other parties.

This information is intended for informational purposes and 
details investment strategies and opportunities identified by 
Parametric. Opinions and estimates offered constitute our 
judgment and are subject to change without notice, as are 
statements of financial market trends, which are based on 
current market conditions. We believe the information provided 
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Results

Parametric’s process helps investors remain invested in their active managers while also 
giving them complete control over the underlying exposures in the portfolio. This enhances 
flexibility, enabling investors to add ESG criteria and other portfolio customizations.

For the Catholic university’s endowment, this approach meant it could remain invested 
in its preferred active managers while achieving its fossil-free mandate. And given the 
flexibility and access to comprehensive ESG data that Parametric provides, it also means 
the endowment can incorporate other faith-based considerations whenever it’s ready 
to do so. It was a solution that helped the endowment satisfy not just its board’s return 
objectives but also the preferences of multiple stakeholders.

The client could remain 
invested in its preferred active 
managers while achieving  
its fossil-free mandate.

INVESTOR CHALLENGE

Find more insights and research 
at parametricportfolio.com
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